Coregulation of ionic current levels, and specifically the changes that appear to take place in such relationships in response to deafferentation (*i.e.*, neuromodulator deprivation), is thought to be one of the main explanations behind the phenomenon of recovery of electrical activity exhibited by stomatogastric (STG) neurons subjected to deafferentation \[[@B3]\]. Here, we are proposing an automated software system that allows for analysis of conductance correlations involved in recovery of electrical activity after deafferentation in STG neuron models. The system utilizes multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) to explore the parameter space of conductance-based neuronal models in search of those models that exhibit activity resembling that of neurons in presence of neuromodulation, despite being simulated without it \[[@B1]\]. The system considers such models to represent "recovered" neurons, and compares the correlations discovered in a population of those models to relationships exhibited by "control" model neurons (*i.e.*, those simulated with neuromodulators present). After the MOEA-based model construction is finished, the system automatically generates appropriate scatter plots, quantifies the relationships, finds differences between the two populations of models, and calculates the statistical significance of those differences.

As a case study, we apply our system to the analyses of models of two very important STG neurons: the anterior burster (AB) and pyloric dilator (PD), proposed in \[[@B2]\]. In addition to demonstrating the applicability of this approach, we discuss interesting insights into the phenomenon of function recovery that all seem to involve the delayed rectifier (Kd) current.
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